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Introduction. Let U= { ■ • ■ , x, • • • } be a class (with or without struc-

ture), whose elements we may refer to as ground elements, and let

fl= {■■•,«,■••} be a class of unary operations in—also called monota-

tions of—U,

x —> _(„) = eU (w G Œ)-

An £2 partition of U is a logical partition of U (into disjoint subsets or cells)

in which the cells remain intact under all the (cellular) monotations induced

in the class of cells by the various ground monotations coG^-

The familiar classical theory of imprimitivity sets is concerned with the

study of the fi partitions in the special case in which Q is a group (or merely

a set) of permu tarions ('); in this special case, for each given fi-partition the

induced cellular monotations are (like the ground permutations co) them-

selves all necessarily cellular permutations.

The present communication shows that this latter theory may be cast

in the considerably more general framework in which the set 0 may be a

quite arbitrary set of monotations—not necessarily permutations. In this

general case the various induced cellular monotations, corresponding to a

given ß-partition, will no longer necessarily be permutations, as in the

classical imprimitivity set case. In this present paper we shall, however, study

the structure of just these permutational fl-partitions of U for which all

the induced cellular monotations are permutations(2). We shall also be con-

cerned with the structure of the closely related more general class of univoque

ñ-partitions.

Each permutational Q-partition may be thought of as exhibiting the class

Í2 of monotations of U as a set of permutations in the large of U. In this con-

nection it is shown that under specified conditions (which are always satisfied

if, for example, U is finite) all -"-permutational partitions are "derivable" from

a unique atomic partition, which is also S2-permutational; that is, any

fi-permutational partition has this atomic partition as a "refinement." In the

Presented to the Society, October 30, 1948; received by the editors May 1, 1948.

(') Here, as throughout the paper, the term "permutation" means simply a 1-1, and there-

fore reversible, transformation. In particular, U need not be a finite set.

(2) Actually we consider the more general case of an operational algebra {U, T) with a

(possibly empty) class r of operations.
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classical imprimitivity set case mentioned above this result is trivially true

with 0—that is, that partition whose cells are the individual ground elements

of U—as atomic.

We have thus to do with various (homomorphic) representations of ß by

means of permutations, in which the product ( = composition) of two co's of

ß is represented by the product of the corresponding cellular permutations.

Appealing to the general notion of transforms of functions under coordinate

changes, introduced in another communication (3), all invariants of the asso-

ciated set of cellular permutations are seen to yield corresponding invariants

of ß. In fact, the relationship of a general system of monotations to its

various permutational representations is formally similar to the relationship

of homomorphisms to isomorphisms in such algebraic disciplines as groups or

rings.

The natural language of the subject is that of partition lattices, which are

briefly reviewed at the outset. For completeness we include a derivation of

the basic known Theorem 1, in terms of lemmas required for later use.

I. Partition lattices

1. Partitions. Let U={ ■ • ■ , x, • • ■ } be a class of (ground) elements; we

reserve small italic letters to denote elements of U, and italic capitals to

denote subclasses of U.

A partition A= { ■ ■ ■ , A, • • • } of U is a class A of pairwise disjoint

non-empty subclasses • • • , A, • • • of U which cover U. These subclasses

are called elements or cells of the partition A—-written A E A. For a partition

A, then,

22 A = U i22 = class union),

AA' i= intersection) = 0 (_l j¿ A'; A, A' E A).

As indicated, bold face A, B, and so on, are reserved for partitions.

We write A = B (equality of partitions) only if XEA+^XEB, that is, if

the partitions have the same cells. The notation

(1.2) xmyiA)

(read : x congruent y, mod A) denotes that x and y lie in the same cell of the

partition A. More generally,

(1.3) X=.F(A)

denotes that the subsets X and Fare C (class included in) the same cell of A.

If §1 = { • • • , A, • • • } is a class of partitions, in addition to the obvious

notation A E 21 we shall also write

(3) See [2 ]. All references in square brackets are listed in the bibliography.
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(1.4) AEE%

(read: A occurs in 21) to mean: AEA for some AG21. Further, if P is a sub-

set of U and if 21 is as above, we write

(1.5) AEEKSiF

(read : the cell A occurs in 21 and in P) to mean

A E E 21    and    AF = A.

The special partitions 0 (null partition) and 1 (universe partition) of U

are defined by

x m y (0) only if „ = y,(1.6) '      J ? r>

x = y (1) for all x, y.

2. Lattices. The class U = { ■ • • , X, ■ ■ ■ } of all partitions of the class U

is converted into a partially ordered system (U, _=) if one defines

(2.1) X = Y

(read: X is a refinement of Y) to mean

(2.2) XY = X or 0 for all X E X, Y E Y.

In fact, as is well known, one has the following theorem.

Theorem A. The system (11, _=) = (U, t~\, W) is a complete lattice.

By this is meant that any subset 21ÇU has both a greatest lower bound

and a least upper bound, written

gib = A 21    and    lub = VJ 21,

both G of U. Here P\ and \J are defined in terms of _= as in the case of general

lattices (and conversely — is definable in terms of i~\ and U) (see [l]),

namely: if D = n2I, M = VJ3I, then D and M have the definitive properties,

(2.3) D ^ A for all A E 21; and if D' = A for all A E 21, then D' ^ D,

and dually,

(2.4) A = M for all A E 21; and if A = M' for all A E 21, then M è M'.

The definitive properties (2.3) and (2.4) are not as convenient for our purpose

as two lemmas which follow readily therefrom.

Lemma 1. Let 21= { • • • , A, A', • • • } be a class of partitions of U,

2l__U, and let _) = f^2I. Each DED is then a nonempty subset of U, and D has

one and only one "normal intersection" representation,

(2.5) D= YÍA = AA'A" ■ ■ ■ ,
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that is, as the intersection of cells A, A', A", • • • , exactly one of which belongs

to each partition A (A G 21). Conversely, if such a normal intersection of cells

yields a nonempty subset of U, this subset is ED.

While the lemma is fairly evident, because of its central role we shall prove

it formally.

Proof. In all normal intersections let us agree to order the "factors" so

that corresponding factors are cells of the same partition. Let

(2.6) Ci = AiAÍAÍ' ■ ■ ■ ,        C2 = AiAiAi   ■ • •

be any nonvoid normal intersection, where, for all i, A™ and A2n are then cells

of the same partition AE$i. If Ci7iC2 then, for some i, Af^A™, and there-

fore AfAf=§, hence CiC2 = 0. Again if xEU and if Af is the cell of Al*>
which contains x, then

(2.7) C_ -AJLMi' ■ ■ ■

is a normal intersection containing x, and Cx is nonvoid. We have thus shown

that the totality of nonvoid normal intersections form a partition C of U,

since the cells of C are pairwise disjoint and cover U.

There remains to show that C = D, that is, that

(2.8) A*AA'A" ■ ■ ■ = AA'A" ■ ■ •   or 0,

and that

(2.9) if D'A* = D1 or 0 then D'A A'A" ■ ■ ■ = D' or 0,

where,in(2.8)and(2.9),-4*isanyGG2i,P'isanysubsetofZ7and_U'.4'' • • ■

is any G C, that is, any nonempty normal intersection taken from 21. The above

(2.8) and (2.9) are simply the two parts of the definitive property (2.3) for

D, after replacing D by C. The truth of (2.8) is immediate since A* either is

or is not identical with one of the factors A(i): if it is so identical, the left of

(2.8) obviously reduces to AA'A" • • • ; if it is not it reduces to 0 since

A*Aa)=0, where the component A(i) is determined by _l*GA(i)G2t. Simi-

larly (2.9) is immediate since its premise insures that D'A(i) =D' or 0 for each

factor AU); if D'Aa)=D' for all j, the desired conclusion follows with the

result D', and otherwise it follows with the result 0. This completes the proof

of Lemma 1.

We state a second useful quite evident consequence of the definitive prop-

erty (2.4) of lub without proof:

Lemma 2. In the notation of Lemma 1 and of (1.5), let M=W2I, let MEM,
and let "M. = { • • • , X, • • • } be the class of all cells occurring in 21 and in M

ithat is, XE G 21, and XQM). Then M cannot be expressed as a union of subsets

(2.10) 9tl = Mi + ÏÏ[2
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neither of which is empty and which are "disjoint," that is, which satisfy

(2.11) XiX2 = 0 for all Xi E ftfi, X2 E %.

Sublattices. For later reference we make a few observations concerning

sublattices. The intersection of a set of sublattices—respectively of a set of

complete sublattices—of (U, C\, \J) is again a sublattice—respectively a

complete sublattice. If 21 is a subset of U, 21 £U, the simple—respectively the

complete—sublattice generated by 21 is denoted by |2l| =(|2l], C\, \J)—■

respectively by ||2l||. Here | 2i|—respectively ||2l||—is the intersection of all—

respectively of all complete—sublattices of U which contain the set 21. |2l|

and ¡|2i|| are called the simple and complete lattice closures of 21. One has

(2.12) 3t__|8|__||3l||__U.

It is readily seen that the gib and also the lub of either type of closure is the

same as that of 21,

r»a = n|2i| = n
(2.13)

W2I = vj|a| = w

One should however observe that, while in the complete case f^\||2l|| and

U||2l|| are necessarily elements of the set ¡|2l||, the same will not in general be

true for the simple closure | 211.

II. Partitions of an algebra

3. Fundamental notions. By a (general operational) algebra (27, T)

we understand a class 27 = { • • • , x, • • • } together with a set T

= {  • • • , 7, • • • } of operations ( = functions) 7=7; whose range is U,

(3.1) 7¿ = 7i(*i. X2, ■ • • , Xn,) = eU

for all xi, X2, • • • E U. We permit T to be empty, and hence a pure class is a

special case of an algebra. The argument numbers «< of the 7¿ need not neces-

sarily be finite.

As previously noted, a y=yix) of a single argument is called a monotation

(of 27). A monotation y is univoque—also called schlicht—if

(3.2) x-A y^-yix) ^ yiy).

A permutation is a schlicht monotation in which yix)=y has a solution

yE U for each xE U. (27 need not be finite.) The product 77' of monotations

is the composite monotation 7(7'(-)).

By a partition (r-partition) A of the algebra (27, T) we mean a partition

A of U such that

*i = Vi> *2 = ys, • • • , (A) ->■ 7(^1, x2, ■ ■ ■ ) = yiyi, yt, • • « ) (A)

*  * for all 7 G T.
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If A is a partition of (27, V), each 7GT induces an operation y in A, de-

fined by:

(3.4) Y(Xi, X,, • • • ) = Y if T(*i, X2, ■ ■ ■ ) = y ixi E Xti X( and F G A).

It follows from the definition of T-partition that F in (3.4) depends only on

the Xi, and not on the choice of the x.-GA',-.

The algebra whose elements are the cells comprising A and whose class

r of operations consists of the set of all induced y, we call the cell algebra

(A, T), also written (27, T)/A. The mapping

„-¡•X
(3.5) ixEX, XEA)

7—» Y

is then a homomorphic map

(3.6) iti,T)-*íá, rj

of the algebra ( 27, T) onto the cell algebra, that is,

,, «,   'yt*1' *»» * * ' ) ~ y-*- y^i. ^2, • • • ) = y,
(3.61)

ixt E Xh yEY; Xh Y E A).

Furthermore for any monotation „i = Wi(„), co2 = w2(x) which T may contain,

it is evident that the homomorphism established by the mapping (3.5) pre-

serves composition, that is, insures that

(3 . 62) COlW2 —* G>1_2-

It is often desirable to regard V as the union

(3.7) r = * + o

of two subclasses '_'»» { • • • , rp, • • • } and ß = { • • • , w, • • • }, correspond-

ing possibly to some fundamental distinction between the ipE^ and the

«Gß- In this case we also write

(3.8) (£7, r) - iU, *:û).

For given ßcr, by

(3.9) (A, T) qua ii

we mean the cell algebra (A, T) conceived only with respect to the operations

O.
4. Lattice of algebra partitions. Let (77, T) be an algebra, and let

tlr= { • • • , A, ■ • ■ } denote the totality of partitions (r-partitions) of

(77, T). Corresponding to Theorem A one has:

Theorem 1. (Ur, C\, ^J) is a icomplele) lattice ( = sublattice of (U, C\, W)).

Proof. Let 2ir_:Ur, D = n2Ir, Af=U2Ir. Both Dand Mare G U (Theorem
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A); we must show that they are furthermore G Ur.

Let us first take D. Here one must show that

,A «n **m y1' *» "-y* • • • (D)■*-7(*i, «i, • • •} m yiyi, ?», * •• ) (7>)
(4.1)

(for all 7 G r).

This is immediate since the premise of (4.1) implies that xi=yi, x2=y2, • • •

(A) for each AG2Ir; this in turn implies that

(4.2) yixu s2, ■ • • ) =- 7(yi, y*, ' • • )(A), (A G 2Ir; 7 G T),

since each AG2ir is by hypothesis a partition of iU, T). The conclusion of

(4.1) follows at once from (4.2).

Next consider Af. We must show that

/, -n   Xi s y* *» ■ y*> ' ' ' W "*" 'V^1' ^2, • • • ) s 7(yi. y». • • • )(M).
(4.3)

(for all 7 G r).

We first prove the following lemma.

Lemma 3. For each y ET which is a monotation, y=yix),

(4.4) x ■ yiM)-*-yix) m T(y)(M).

Proof. Let x and y be G-^7(^7GM). We must show that7(2c)=7(y) (Af).

Suppose this false, and let yix)EMi (AfiGAf); then yiy)EMi- Separate all

cells occurring in both 2lr and M (Lemma 2) into classes SW and Vît" where

A E M'    if   tiA)Mx = rW),
(4.5)

^ G ?>í"    if    y(^) C Afi (equivalent to yiAi)Mi = 0).

By our hypothesis on yix) and 7(y), neither Jit' nor Sïl" is empty. Moreover

(4.6) A'A" = 0 (for all A' E M', A" E M"),

for, if not, for any zEA'A", yiz) would have to be both G-M"i and G^7i>

by (4.5) and the definition of T partition. We thus have a contradiction

with Lemma 2, and Lemma 3 is proved

We return to the proof of (4.3). Let y be any member of V, and let

ai, -i, a2, ô2, • • • be given elements of U such that ai=&i, a2 = &2, • • • (Af).

We must show that

7(ai, a2, • • • ) = yibi, b2, ■ ■ • )(Af).

Set

y'ix) = def. = yix, a2, a3, ■ • • )

and let r' = r+7' (adjunction of y' to T). It is evident that each T-partition

of 77 is also a V partition, and hence by (4.4) and Lemma 3 we have
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y'iai) m y'ibi)iM),

that is,

7(ai, a2, a3, • • • ) = 7(01, a2, a3, • • • )(Af).

Setting 7"(„) =7(-i, x, a3, • • • ) and repeating the preceding argument we

get

7(01, »i, «i, • • * ) m 7(ôi, ¿2, a3, • • • )iM).

The desired result (4.3) is then obtained by inductive repetition of this pro-

cedure, which completes the proof of Theorem 1.

We observe that in all cases the lattice (Ur, i~\ ^7) has the same least

and greatest elements as (U, C\, W), namely 0 and 1.

5. The gib under monotations. In this section we assume that the algebra

((7, T) contains at least one _Gr which is a monotation, co = w(x), and sup-

pose ß= {•• -, co, •••} to be any set of monotations ÎÎÇF. We may write

T = _• + ti (union; also written S- :ti),
(5.1) ,

Vti = 0 (intersection).

(Here any ipE^ may or may not be a monotation. Again S- may, as a special

case, be empty.)

Related to Lemma 1 we have the following theorem.

Theorem 2. Let: 2Ir= { ■ • • , A(i), ■ • • } be any set of T-partitions of the

algebra (¿7, r) = (77, <t:Q), 2Ir_:Ur; D = r\nr, DED, coGß and

D= UA<»

be the normal intersection representation of D. Then in the cell algebra (Z), V) =

(D,*:o),

(5.2) _(£>) = to(H-i <¡>) = n «>ía (í)).

Proof. We have _(P)=P' = GP (Theorem 1). Now D is nonvoid, and

cóccix) ED',
(5.3)   x E d)-*- xEA<-» for all i, ->-_(x) G w(i(il) for all i,

( .*-_(_) g n*»(^(i)).
From (5.3), _J_(A(i)) is nonvoid, and is seen to be the normal intersection

representation of some element of D (Lemma 1). This element can however

only be D', since D' andU_(A(<)) are not disjoint, by (5.3). This completes

the proof of Theorem 2.

For convenient reference, using the notation of (1.5) we state the follow-

ing incidence properties, which are immediate consequences of the definition

of T-partition :
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Lemma 4. LetA,B, C,and soon, be any class of GGU*:„, and let _£ö. Then

(5.4) x G ABC->- co(x) G »(_0tt(5)w(C)

(5.5) ABC ■ ■ ■ A 0-^_(^)_(7î)_(C) • • • A 0.

III. Schlicht and permutational partitions

6. The gib. Using the notation of §5, we now define a partititon A of

( U, T) = i U, "_" : ß) to be ß-univoque, also called Q-schlicht if the cell algebra

(A, T) qua £1 is schlicht (see (3.2)); that is, if

(6.1) X9*Y-*-aiX)t¿aiY), (X, FGA;o>Gû).

If in addition to (6.1), for „Gil and for each AEA

_(X) = A

has a solution XEA, we call A an Q,-permutational partition of the algebra

(£/,¥: Q).
In both ß-schlicht and ß-permutational partitions the gib and lub play

nonsymmetrical roles. In this section we consider only the gib, and in §7

the lub.

Let ©*:„, $#:„ denote the class of all ß-schlicht and the class of all

ß-permutational partitions of (Z7, 1_':ß) respectively. Where no danger of

ambiguity exists we shall also abbreviate these to ©n and $„. Of course

(6.2) Ç0 Ç @n Ç 11- £ U.

It is evident that in all cases

(6.3) 1 G $a,        1 G©_.

However 0 is only then G©q, respectively G^o, if each «Gß is schlicht, re-

spectively a permutation (of U).

As an important special case it is furthermore clear that, in case U is a

finite class, the notions schlicht and permutational coincide, and in particular

(6.4) ©a = Ç0.

Theorem 3. The gib of a class 2fo of 0,-schlicht partitions of (77, S-:ß) is

also an Q-schlicht partition,

»a£@_-*-nHoG@_.

Proof. Let _) = n2lQ( = 2Ii-:_). We must show for each „Gß and for all

Pi, P2G7J> that

(6.5) Di A 7J_->-_(7>i) A _(P2).

Let

(6.6) Di = AA'A" ■ ■■ = II A^\       D2 = BB'B" ■ •• = I_ P(i)
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be the normal intersection representation of Pi, D2 respectively (Lemma 1),

where we assume the "factors" in each case arranged so that for each i,

corresponding factors A{i), P(i) belong to the same partition AU)G2f„. Then

since D1AD2, at least one of the factors of Pi is different from the correspond-

ing factor of D2. We may assume the factors so ordered that A AB, that is,

(6.7) AB = 0.

Now

„(Pi) = _(_>(_.>(_.") • • • = G D,

„(P2) - _(£)_(_:')_(_:") ■■ ■ = ED,

by Theorems 2 and 1. But since A and B are cells of the same AG2Iq, and

since by hypothesis each AG2In is ß-schlicht, we have that _(_l)_(5)=0.

Hence _(Pi)„(P2) =0, by (6.8) ; that is, _(Pi) and _(p2) are different elements

of D, which proves Theorem 3.

The lub companion proposition to Theorem 3 is unfortunately not gen-

erally true. In fact, as the following example shows, the lub A^JB need not

be ß-schlicht, even though A and B are.

Example. U={l; 2, 2', 2", • ■ ■ ; 3, 3', 3", • • • ; 4, 4', 4", • ■ • ;

5, 5', 5", • • • ), Sir empty, ß = w, where

<_(1) = 0,(2) = 2'; coik) = k', _(„') = k", co(¿") = k'", ■ ■ ■

(for k = 2, 3, 4, 5).

The following two are seen to be co-schlicht partitions of 77:

A = {1,2}, {3}, {3',4}, {5,2'}, \3", 4'}, {S',2"}, {3"', 4"}, {5", 2'"}, • ■ • ,

£? = {1, 2}, {3}, {3'}, {4, 5}, {2'}, {3"}, {4', 5',}, {2"),

{3'"), {4",5"},*{2"'},... .

Here M=A\JB is the partition

M= {1,2}, {3}, {3', 4, 5, 2'}, {3", 4', 5', 2"},-..

which is not --schlicht, since

2^3(M)    but   co(2) = „(3) (M).

In view of this circumstance one may conveniently restate Theorem 3 in

the stronger form :

Theorem 3'. The set ©n = ©*:n of all Q-schlicht partitions of an algebra

(77, >-:ß) form a complete (gib) semi-lattice (©q, C\).

For ß-schlicht partitions, Lemma 4 has the following two immediate

lemmas as a converse.
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Lemma 5. Let A, B, C, and so on, be any class of G G ©a, and let «Gß. Then

(6.9) x G ABC->- «(*) G _-(A)_(P)_(C)

Proof. From the premise of (6.9), for some member A of the given class,

xEA. If now A' is defined by: xEA', where A and A' are cells of the same

partition AG©a, we have

AA' = 0,        _(x) G <¿iA'),       _(_.)_(_.') = 0,

since A is ß-schlicht. Hence «(x)Gw(A), and the lemma is proved.

Lemma 6. Let A, B, C, and so on, be any class of cells which are GG©a,

let _Gß and let E = EU be the intersection

(6.10) E = P„ = _(J)_(P)w(C) ••■.

Then

(6.11) _:pc- • • = 0->-£ = 0

or e/se P consists solely of non-target points under «.

Here y EU is a non-target point under « if no xEU exists such that

«(x) =y.

Proof. Suppose P^O, and zEE. If s were a target point under «, let x

be such that w(x)=_. Then _Gw(A), _G-(P), and so on, and hence xEA

(otherwise Lemma 5 would be contradicted), xEB, and so on. That is,

xEABC • • • , which contradicts our premise that ABC • • ■ =0. This proves

Lemma 6.

Let 2la be a class of ß-schlicht partitions, 2ï„Ç©q. We say that 2Io satisfies

the target condition if for each «Gß,

(6.12) n>(í> = 0^-II"(^(i)) = 0

for each (empty) normal intersection, that is, where the cells A(1), Aw, • ■ ■

are chosen, exactly one from each partition AG2i_.

While the gib of any set of ß-schlicht partitions is again ß-schlicht

(Theorem 3 or 3'), the corresponding proposition for ß-permutational par-

titions is generally not true—not even for a finite set of partitions—as may be

seen from the following example.

Example. Let 77= {0, ±1, +2, • • • ; «i, o_, a3, • ■ • }, V empty, ß = «,

where

co(x) = x + 1 for any whole number x,

_(„*) = otk+i ik = 1, 2, • • • ).

(Here (77, «) is not a permutation since <*i is not a target element; (T7, «) is

however schlicht.) It is seen that
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A = ■ • ■ , /1_2, _l_i, A0, Ai, At, • • •

and

B = ■ ■ ■ , _!_2, P_i, Po, Pi, J52, ■ • •,

where the cells An of A and Bn of B are defined by

An = Bn = (»}, for «SO,

_!„ = {n, an\, for » = 1,

Pi={l},      P„+i= {w+ 1, «„}, for«_tl,

are two «-permutational partitions of T7. However their gib is not «-permuta-

tional, since

AC\B = 0

and 0, as observed above, is not an «-permutational partition of Í7. (Note:

In this example the lub AVJB is also not an «-permutational partition—-in

fact it is not even «-schlicht !)

In this example we further note that the set A, B does not satisfy the

target condition, since

AoPi = 0    but    w(Ao)m(__) A 0.

This illustrates the following theorem.

Theorem 4. If 21a is a class of ß-permutational partitions, 2la£'?3a, a

necessary and sufficient condition for the gib of 2ta to be ß-permutational,

<^2lnG?_, is that 2Io satisfy the target condition.

Proof. Necessity. If 2IaÇ'!j3o but the target condition is not satisfied, then

for some (empty) normal intersection and for some «Gß,

(6.13) A«>A(« • • • = 0    but   o(A<1>)o(A(*>) • • • A 0.

Then, by Theorem 2,

(6.14) t»(A<»)t»(AW) ■ ■ ■ = D= ED (D = n 21a).

By Lemmas 1 and 6, P is nonvoid and consists exclusively of nontarget points

under «. Hence there exists no D'ED such that to(P') =P; that is, D is not

ß-permutational. This proves the necessity of the target condition.

Sufficiency. Suppose 2laÇ_<î$a and the target condition is satisfied. Now

D = n2ía is ß-schlicht, DG©a, by Theorem 3, and hence we have only to show

that for each DED and for each «Gß there exists a D'ED such that

(6.15) _(P') = D.

For given D, let

D = AMA™■ ■ ■
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be the normal intersection representation of D (Lemma 1). Since by hy-

pothesis each AG2la is ß-permutational, there exists for each index * a cell

P(<) belonging to the same AG2la as A(i), and such that

(6.16) _(_:<*>) = A<«,

and hence

(6.17) IIw(P(i)) = II^(i) = D.

Since D is nonvoid,

(6.18) B^B^BW ■ ■ ■ = D'

is also nonvoid, for otherwise the target condition would not be satisfied.

Furthermore D' is ED (Lemma 1), and moreover

(6.19) _(P') = «(P<1))«(7i<2') • • ■ = P,

by Theorem 2. This shows that (6.15) has a solution D' and completes the

proof of Theorem 4.

Theorem 5. Let 2la' Ç2la__@a- If D = P\2ta is E^a, then D' = r\2I„ is also

EVa.

Proof. D' is G©a (Theorem 3). Again D — D', by definition of gib. Hence

for D'ED' there exists a DED such that DQD'. If _(Pi) =D and if D{ is

an G7J>' such that Pi__Pi , then clearly _(Pi ) =D', since

(6.20) xEDi-*-wix) G "(Pi) = P,

and thus «(x)GP'- Hence Z>' is ß-permutational, and the theorem is proved.

Taking 2Iq' as AG2in, Theorem 5 has the immediate corollary.

Corollary 1. A necessary condition for a class 21a of Q-schlicht partitions

to have an ^.-permutational gib is that each partition comprising 2la be Sl-permu-

lalional. In symbols,

if 2ia £ ©a and if D = D 21a tí G Ço, then 2In £ $a.

Again, from Theorems 4 and 5 we have:

Corollary 2. If 21a' Ç2Ia_3a and if D = r\%a is G^a, then 21 _ satisfies
the target condition and D' = (~\%¿ is G??a.

7. The lub. We turn now to the lub of sets of ß-permutational partitions.

As we have seen (see §6, following Theorem 3), in the case of a class 21a of

ß-schlicht partitions, the gib of 2la is always ß-schlicht, while the lub need

not be. In the stronger case of a class 21a of ß-permutational partitions, the

situation is considerably different. Here, as we have already seen, not even

f^a need be ß-permutational. However in this case we shall show: if the

gib is ß-permutational, so also is the lub.
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Theorem 6. Let 21a be a set of Q-permutalional partitions. If gib 2la is ß-

permutational (or, equivalently, if 2ia satisfies the target condition) the lub is also

il-permutational :

2iaC<ßa    and    C\ 21a = G $a ■*• U 21a = G <ßa.

Proof. Let Af=V72la (-U«*!B). Now __GUr (=U*:0), by Theorem l;we

must show that Mis also G^ßa- We shall first show that

(7.1) AfG©a.

Let Mo be GAT, « be Gß, and let M¿ be defined (Theorem 1) by

(7.2) _(17o) = M¿ iM¿ EM).

Let

(7.3) Mo, Mi, Mt,---

be the class of all distinct G Af satisfying (7.2), that is, such that

(7.4) w(Äfo) = w(Afi) = o(J_s) = • • • = M0'.

To prove (7.1) we must show that this class (7.3) has only one member, M0.

Let  M(  be   the  set  of  all  cells  occurring  in  both   21a  and   in   Mi,

ii = 0, 1, 2, ■ ■ ■), that is:

(7.5) X E Mi only if X E E 21a and XM( = X.

Similarly let MÓ be the set of all cells occurring in both 2la and in MÓ ■

Let aiMi) denote the class of all cells _(AT), where XEMt

(j = 0, 1, 2, • • • ). Then it follows from (7.4) together with the definition of

AT that

(7.6) _(%•) £ M0' (t = 0, 1, 2, • • • ),

and hence for the union,

(7.7) X)   <*iMi) = aiMo) +     22   c»(5ííí)£íWo'.
i-0,1,... í_l,2,...

Now for each YEM¿ there exists an ZGG2Ia such that «(j_) = F. (This

follows from our assumption that HaC'ißa.) Such X is evidently an element

of one of the Mi (for i = 0, 1, 2, • • • ), and hence (7.7) may be sharpened to

(7.8) «(SKo) +   Z   *»(3K/) =5Ko.
3-1.2, ■ • •

Now by hypothesis and Theorem 4, 2ta satisfies the target condition ; there-

fore, by Theorem 5, Corollary 2,

AB = 0   for   AEviMo),        B E  22   «(?#,•).
Î-1.2, • • •
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Hence 7,,_i_.... _(?#,•) must be an empty class, for otherwise, by (7.8) and

(7.9), we should have a disjoint nontrivial separation of the elements of M¿,

contrary to Lemma 2. Thus Mo is the only member of (7.3) and we have

proved (7.1).

To complete the proof that AfG^a there remains only to show that for

each fixed «Gß,

_(37) = Mi

has a solution MEM for each MiEM. This is however evident from the

remarks immediately preceding (7.8), and the proof of Theorem 6 is complete.

Using Theorem 5 on Theorem 6 we have :

Theorem 7. Let 2I„£2ia£l!Pa. If n2íaGÍ?a (or equivalently, if 21a satisfies

the target condition), then ^JWnEtyn-

We explicitly note the important special case of Theorem 7:

Theorem 8. A necessary and sufficient condition that the class tya of all

Q-permutational partitions of (77, Slhß) form a complete lattice, (^3a, f^\, ^J),

is that r\fa= E^a-

As a further special case, since the concepts schlicht and permutational

monotation coincide for finite algebras ( U = finite set), Theorems 8 and 3 ' im-

mediately yield:

Theorem 9. The class tya of all Si-permutational partitions of a finite

algebra (P,^:ß) form a lattice (Ça, H, U).

In this finite case we may further prove:

Theorem 10. The class f$o of all ü-permutational partitions of a finite

algebra iU, Sf1':ß) is coextensive with the class of all Q-partitions which have

P = f~\'$Q as a refinement.

Proof. Since Cpo, ^, ^7) forms a lattice (Theorem 9), we have merely to

show that

P ^ A    and    AEUa+AE $o.

Because of the finiteness of the number of cells it is sufficient to prove that:

for given « G ß and for given;! EA, there exists an A 'E A such that w(A') =A.

This is however clearly true; if PEP and PQA, under our hypothesis there

exists a P'EP such that w(P') =P. If A ' is that cell of A defined by P'QA ',

then clearly u(_l ') =A as required. This proves the theorem.

Note: The theorem says that an ß-partition which has P as a refinement

is necessarily an ß-permutational partition. It must not however be in-

ferred that a non-permutational ß-partition of (77, -r: ß) is necessarily a re-

finement of P. (See §12 for a counterexample.)
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For a general algebra, whether or not ^a is a lattice (see the example

preceding Theorem 4), a sub-lattice (35, f~\, KJ) of (U*:q, f~\, V7) in which

23£^a is simply called a ß-permutational (sub-) lattice.

If we use the "generative" notation of (2.10) and (2.11), it follows from

Theorem 1 that for each given class 21 a of ß-partitions of the algebra ( U, 1ïr : ß),

2ía£U*:o:(|2la|, f\ U) is a sub-lattice and (||2In||, f\ U) is a complete

sub-lattice of (U*:n, 7~\ W),

(7.10) | 21a ! £ |!2fa|| £ U*:a.

We shall prove the further result:

Theorem 11. Let 2ía be a class of ü-permutational partitions, 2ia£<Ca. If

gib 2la is Q-permutational, rWaG^ßa ior equivalently, if 21a satisfies the target

condition), then (|2Ia|, 7~\ W) and (||2Ia||, f\ U), /fee simple and complete

lattices generated by 21a respectively, are both il-permutational lattices,

(7.11) | 2la | £ ||2ia]| £ $a-

Because of (7.10) the theorem will be proved if (7.11) is established merely

2Ia||.
the theorem follows directly from Theorems 5 and 7.

for the complete case

Proof. If2Ia = ||2Ia
Suppose then that

(7.12) 2iaC||2Ia||.

We then have

(7.13) 2taC2ía£||2ía||,

where

(7.14) 2í* = 2lo+ {H2íá} + {VJ2I_},

that is, the union of 2in with the class of gib's and Iub's of all subsets 2l„ of

2ls¡. By Theorems 5 and 7,

(7.15) 2I*_:<Pa.

Moreover, by the considerations leading to (2.13) together with our hy-

pothesis concerning P\2fa, we have

(7.16) n2ia = n2ta= G <ßa.

IfS_ =
if a_?*

, the theorem follows from (7.15), (7.16), and Theorems 5 and 7.

, we have (compare with (7.13))

(7.17) 2InC2IaC2Ia*£||2Ia||,

where 2iS* is determined by 2t„ in the same way that 2ln is determined by 2ln

according to (7.14). As before we have
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2Ia*£$a;        H 21** = H 2fa = G Ça.

Either 2ï** = ||2l||, in which case the theorem follows as before from (7.18)

and Theorems 5 and 7; or else 2iS*^||2i||, in which case the theorem follows

by (in general transfinite) inductive repetition of the foregoing argument.

This establishes Theorem 11.

8. Closure of ß. Let ß* be the (complete) closure of ß, that is, ß* con-

sists of all monotations of U which may be expressed as the product ( = com-

position) of a (not necessarily finite) set of «'s Gß- If we consider (77, ß*) in

place of (77, ß), a slight reflection shows that

(8.1) Un = UaS        ©a = @ü.;       $a - $_••

Hence since we are essentially concerned with 11, ©, ty, no generality is lost by

assuming the system ß to be closed, ß= ß*, as we henceforth shall. If ßi is

a generating subset of such a (closed) ß, evidently (8.1) insures

(8.2) UQl = Ua;        ©ni = @a;       Ç0l = $_.

9. Representations ; atoms. If ß and £S are systems of monotations of a

class 77= { • • • , x, • • • } and a class A={ • • • , A, • • • } respectively, we

speak of a strong homomorphism

(9.1) iU,Q)-+->iA,Q)

if we have two correspondences

(9.2) W->°       («GO, „G", xEU,X EA),
x—*X

for which

(9.3) _co'(x)->__(X).

If both correspondences (9.2) are 1-1, we have a strong isomorphism. A

strong homorphism (9.1) in which the _GQ are all permutations is called a

representation. In a representation, then (because of our closure assumption

on ß), (A, ß) is necessarily a semi-group of permutations of the cells of A.

If U is finite, for instance, this will be a group, since a finite semi-group of

permutations is a group.

Each AG'ißa furnishes a representation of an algebra (77, S.: ß) in which

the representation set A= { • • • , A, • • • } consists,of the cells of A; here

x—>X, where xEX, XEA.
Such a representation assumes an intrinsic significance if (77, St: ß) is an

atomistic algebra, by which we mean that H'$8 = G^ßa- (By Theorem 8 this

is equivalent to asserting that (^ßa, (^, ^7) is a complete lattice.) If ( 77, •_': ß)

is atomistic, we call P = P\^(3n the atomic partition, the cells of P the atomic

cells, and the corresponding representation the atomic representation of
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(77,*:ß).
We have shown that every atomistic algebra (77, \_:ß) (in particular

every finite algebra), however involved the (closed) system ß of monotations,

always represents a semi-group of permutations-in-the-large of U, that is, a

semi-group of permutations of suitably chosen cells in 77; every such repre-

sentation has the atomic representation as a refinement.

10. Invariants. Let 11= { • • • , p, • • • } be the group of all permutations

of U, where p~ is the inverse of p. In other communications (see [2, 3]) the

following notion of transform of an operation was introduced and applied. If

7=7(xi, Xt, ' • • ) is an operation in the class U, the "transform y' of the

operation y by p" is the operation

y' = y'ixi, xt, ■ ■ ■ ) = p-(7(p(*i), PÍXí), ■ • •)

which we symbolically write p~yp. For a class T= {71,72, ■ • • } of operations

p-rP = r'
«

denotes the class of all transforms of 71, 72, • • • by p, and accordingly we

speak of the transform (77, V) of the algebra (77, T). Then (77, T) and

(77, T') are "equivalent" isomorphic algebras. For instance (see [3]), if

(77, T) is a ring with unit, (77, +, X) andp is taken as the permutation p(x)

= 1—x, the p-transform of the ring is (77, +', X'), where

x+'y=x+y— 1,

x Y.' y = x + y — xy.

By an invariant (mod IT) of an algebra we here understand any property

which remains unchanged under the group II of all "coordinate transforma-

tions" in U. (See [2, 3] for applications.)

We apply this notion to the special case of an atomistic algebra, ( U, S-: ß).

With a change x—>x'=p(x) of coordinates in U the atomic partition P = f>\'i)3a

of U will in general differ from the atomic partition P' = A^a- in the new co-

ordinate system. However one may show that the two atomic representations

(P, Si) and (P', £2') are strongly isomorphic, and one has the following

theorem.

Theorem 12. If (77, '-'rß) is an atomistic algebra, every abstract property

ithat is, every properly which is preserved under strong isomorphism) of the

semi-group (P, Si) of representing atomic permutations of ( U, ^f : ß) is an in-

variant of the algebra under all coordinate transformations in U.

For example the degree ( = number of atomic cells, if this is finite) is an

invariant. Again, if the semi-group (P, Si) of atomic permutations is a group

(as will always be the case if U is finite), the structure of this group is an

invariant of the algebra. Furthermore, if the semi-group (P, Si) of atomic

permutations is transitive, or intransitive, or primitive, or imprimitive, or
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r-fold transitive, and so on, each of these properties is an invariant of the

algebra. (Compare with the remarks made in the introduction, concerning the

classical case of imprimitivity sets.)

IV. Construction of atoms

11. Construction of atomic partitions. If (P, Q) is atomistic, how can its

atomic partition be effectively found? We shall here consider only one special

case, where (i) Pis a finite set, (ii) ß is (compositionally) generable by a single

element(4) and (iii) _"■ empty. By analogy with a principal ideal ring we refer to

such an algebra as a finite "principal-generator" algebra.

Let then (77, ß) be such an algebra, and let « be a generator of ß. Its

atomic partition P is given by (see (8.2))

(li.i) p = n$0 = n$a.

We show how P may be constructed.

For each integer k — Q we define the &th iterative ^-partition Jm of U, by:

(11.2) xmyiJW)    onlyif    _<*>(*) = «*>(>•),

where «<4) denotes the &th iteration of «,

(11.3) »<*>(*) = «(«( • • • («(*)) • • • )) ik iterations).

(Here the Oth iterative partition /(0) is understood to be the null partition

0 (1.6)).
That J(k) as just defined determines an «-partition is evident since m

given by (11.2) is clearly an equivalence relation in U, and furthermore

(11.4) x =■ y (7W) -»- _(„) =• «(y)    (/<*>),

since patently

«<*>(*) = «««(y) -*-«(*+1)(*) = coii+1'(y).

From (11.4) also follows:

(11.5) x = y (/<»)■*•»•■ y (/<*+<>) (/ = 0, 1, 2, •••),

that is,

(11.6) /<*>_;/<»+« (/ = 0, 1, 2, •••)•

Hence in the sequence of all ¿th iterative «-partitions of U,

(11.7) ß°\ Ja\ Jm, ■ ■ ■ ,

(4) The case considered in IV may be extended to that in which SI has a finite number of

generators, u¡, _2, • • • , w/. Here the &th iterative partition/'" must be defined by: x=y (JW)

only if w.j w,-2 • • • uik(x) = -.^w.-j • • • w¿t(y) for all values of the »( = 1, 2, • • • ,/. With this

modification, small changes in the considerations of IV yield a construction of the atomic parti-

tion P for such (U, «).
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each partition is a refinement of any succeeding it. However since Pis finite,

at most a finite number of these divisors can be proper. We have the follow-

ing theorem.

Theorem 13. If for some k, 7"0 is a permutational (¿-partition, then

JW _, J(k+1) ,= jc*H>t / =: o, 1, 2, • • ■ ).

Conversely, if for given k, Jik) is not a permutational u-partition, then Jm is a

proper refinement of J(k+1),

/■(*) <   r(*+i)_

Proof. Using (11.2), the premise is equivalent to

(11.8) «<*>(x) A «w(y)-*-«<*•**>(*) A w*+1)(y),

while the desired conclusion is equivalent to

(11.9) _<*+1>(x) = w<*+»(y)^- «<*'(*) = &><*>(?).

If this conclusion were false, that is, if x, y should exist for which the left

side of (11.9) held but for which o>mix)Ao){k)iy), the premise (11.8) would

immediately imply the contradiction that the left of (11.9) does not hold.

This establishes the direct part of the theorem.

The converse part follows in a similar manner. For, the assumption that

Jm is not «-permutational is equivalent to: there exist elements a, b in U

such that a?éb (/<*>) but for which «(a)=«(o) (/(i)); that is, such that

_<*>(a) A «<«(ö),
(11.10)

W<*+D(a) = «<*+i>(ô).

We show that a =b (7(i:+1)) and hence that Jw is a proper refinement ofJlk+1).

For, if aféb (/<i+u), then a)lk+l)ia)Aw<-k+l)ib), which contradicts our premise.

This completes the proof of Theorem 13.

Referring to (11.7) and the accompanying remark, Theorem 13 has the

following existence corollary:

Corollary. For some integer k, the kth iterative u-partition /(t> of ( U, ß)

is a permutational partition, Jm E ^a-

For otherwise, by the converse part of Theorem 13, (11.7) would repre-

sent an infinite sequence of proper refinements

/<°> < 7(1) < Jm < ■ ■ ■

in the finite set U, which is of course impossible.

The corollary justifies the definition: the characteristic r i=rj) of the

monotation « is the smallest non-negative integer 7(w for which /(*° is an

«-permutational partition. The permutational «-partition /(r), also written

v
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simply

we call the characteristic partition of (P, ß), and its cells ■ • • , J, • • • the

characteristic cells.

We may now restate Theorem 13 in the following form.

Theorem 14. If J = characteristic partition of (P, ß), and if Jw=kth

iterative (¿-partition of U, then Jm is (¿-permutational, respectively non co-per-

mutational, according as 7(A:> = /, respectively Jm <J.

12. Relation of iterative to general partitions.

Theorem 15. Each permutational (¿-partition A of' (P, ß) has each iterative

partition /<w as a refinement :

(12.1) 4 6fa>f) _4 ifor k = 0,1,2, ■■■).

Proof. It must be shown that

xm y (/<*))-*. *■ y (A).

Suppose this false, that is, suppose a, b of Pto exist such that

(12.2) amh (/<*>),       a^ébiA).

Now the first part of (12.2) implies

(12.3) _<*>(_) = «<»(_),

while the second part of (12.2) implies (since A is «-permutational)

«(a) p- co(ô) (A), ->- «(«(a)) p- «(«(&)) (A),

-»-, • ■ • ,->-«<*>(*) fêuWib) (A).

This is in obvious contradiction with (12.3), and establishes Theorem 15.

Theorem 16. The characteristic partition J and the atomic partition P are

identical,

(12.5) /= p = n?B = n$o.

Proof. Since U is finite, the atomic partition P exists, and by Theorem 8

(12.6) Pá/.

On the other hand, by Theorem 15 we have

(12.7) J=P.

The theorem then follows from (12.6) and (12.7).

From Theorem 10 we further have that: any «-partition of U which has
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J i=P) as a refinement is necessarily a permutational «-partition. On the

other hand, the non-permutational «-partitions /(0), 7(1>, • • • , Jm (for

k<r = characteristic of «) were seen to be refinements of P. However, as

remarked in §7, following Theorem 10, not all non-permutational «-partitions

of U need be refinements of P. For instance, if U= {1, 2, 3, • • • , 8} and if

ß is generated by « taken as

12    3    4   5    6    7    8

«(x) 12    2    2    6    5    3    7

one finds the characteristic ( = atomic) cells of U to be

P;   Pi= {1,2},       P2= {3,4,5,6,7,8},

and the characteristic permutation « to be the identity _ = (Pi) (P2) = 1. One

easily verifies that B= [Bi, P2, P3}, with

Bi= {l},       B2= {2, 3, 4, 7, 8},        B, = {5, 6},

is a non-permutational «-partition of U, in which evidently B < ^3.

In the foregoing construction for P, explicit use was made of the generator

« of ß. If another generator «' (exists and) is chosen, the various correspond-

ing iterational partitions /'(i) will in general differ from the Jm. However

the characteristic and the characteristic partition must be the same in each

case,

'. = f_<; / = /M = /' = /'<r'> = P,

since the atomic ß-partition is unique. One may thus speak of the character-

istic r of ß, and this is an invariant of the algebra (4).

We conclude with a simple illustration. Let

U = {0, 1, 2, ••■ , 12}

and let ß be generated by

«(x) = x2 (mod 13).

Here

r(1)        I ra)    r(1) Tm\        •*_    r{1)        Í o\    r(1)        i'   n -\J     = [Jo  , 7i  , • • • , 76   }, with 70    = {0}, 7i    = \i, 13 — %),

Ü = 1, 2, • •. • , 6),
Jm = {J?\ 7Í2>, • • • , 7<2)}, with 70(2) = {0}, J« = {1, 5, 8, 12},

722> = {2, 3, 10, 11}, J? = {4,6,7,9}.

One finds that /(3)=/(2), and hence the algebra (P, ß) is of characteristic 2,

and the atomic partition is P = /(2) =/. The characteristic permutation _ is

seen to be : _ = (P0) (Pi) iPtP^.
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